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eCATS Login Screen

Enter your Honeywell user ID

Enter your Honeywell ID Password

Register for a Honeywell ID
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External Honeywell (LDAP) ID Registration
From the eCATS login page if the user selects the Register option the will be taken here to the
Honeywell ID Registration page. This is not part of eCATS it is a separate tool for creating external
Honeywell IDs

A user can get help on this page by clicking
on the Help link

The external
user creates
their own
Honeywell ID
and Password

After the Honeywell ID is created the user
can then log into eCATS
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LDAP Help
What is a Honeywell ID ?
Honeywell lD is a single user name and password account that can be used to access several
Honeywell Web sites.
If you are a Honeywell employee, your network log in (EID and password) is your Honeywell ID and
password.
How to choose a Honeywell ID ?
Your Honeywell ID:
Should be minimum 6 characters and maximum 64 characters long.
Cannot include the following symbols : @, &, ', <, >, !, ", /, #, $, %, +, ?, (, ), *, [ , ] , \ , { , }
Cannot contain consecutive underscores ?__?, spaces or tabs.
Elements that imply an email address or URL, such as ".com", ".net", ".org", ".edu" or any variation
(e.g.: "_com" or "-com") cannot be used.
Cannot start with underscore'_', dash'-' or period'.'.
Cannot contain the words "honeywell", "honey", "allied".
Cannot contain single letter followed by numbers.
Password Rules

Your Password must satisfy the following rules.:
Your password must be between 8-56 characters long.
The password should contain characters from at least three of the following five categories:
English uppercase characters (A ? Z)
English lowercase characters (a ? z)
Base 10 digits (0 ? 9)
Non-alphanumeric (for example: !, $, #, or %)
Unicode characters
The password should not contain three or more characters from the user's account name.
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LDAP Help
Questions Rules
Your Questions must satisfy the following rules.:
Your question must be between 10-50 characters long.
The 3 questions can not be duplicated.
The question should contain characters from at least three of the following categories::
English uppercase characters (A ? Z)
English lowercase characters (a ? z)
Base 10 digits (0 ? 9)
Character '?',''','-' or ','
Answers Rules

Your Answers must satisfy the following rules.:
Your answer must be between 3-20 characters long. The answer should not contain any word in the
question.
The 3 answers can not be duplicated.
The answer should contain characters from at least three of the following categories::
English uppercase characters (A ? Z)
English lowercase characters (a ? z)
Base 10 digits (0 ? 9)
Character ','
Answers are not case sensitive.
Why should I create Honeywell ID?
Creating a Honeywell ID will allow you to access Honeywell sites with a common username. You can
choose your username, password and security questions...all leveraged to your liking, thus making it easy to
remember your account information while simplifying your Honeywell application experience online.
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External Registration

When External users choose the register option the
process is the same as it was. They will be taken to this
screen to register as a Supplier or a Customer
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External Supplier Registration

To get to this point the Supplier has
already logged in with their Honeywell ID
account and is creating a new eCATS
Profile
The Supplier will fill in all the fields same
as before.

The one field that has been added is the
Honeywell ID field. This filed is populated
automatically from the LDAP account used
to login to eCATS.
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External Customer Registration

To get to this point the Customer has
already logged in with their Honeywell ID
account and is creating a new eCATS
Profile
The Customer will fill in all the fields same
as before.

The one field that has been added is the
Honeywell ID field. This filed is populated
automatically from the Honeywell ID
account used to login to eCATS.
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eCATS Profile Association Screen

The First time you log in you will
need to Associate your old eCATS
user ID to your Honeywell ID

Any user with a Honeywell ID account can get to
this page. To continue you must have an eCATS
user profile to go any further

Customers and suppliers will use the
register here
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eCATS Profile Association

Enter your old eCATS user ID that you
used to use to log into eCATS

Enter your old eCATS password used for
that account

For Customers it is your eCATS C number
For Suppliers it is your eCATS S number

If the system does not find a match for the
user ID and the password you will get this
message
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eCATS Profile Association Screen

If you have associated multiple profiles
they will all appear in the drop down list.
Most users will have only 1 profile.

Select the profile you wish to use at this
time and click on next. You can change to
the other profiles from the eCATS
Dashboard page
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